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A follow up to Uncle Montague's Tales of Terror, this
is another creepy middle grade story collection with
a chilling frame. This time, the stories are all tales of
the sea: pirates and plagues and storms a plenty...
Back by popular demand, for a second magical West
End season, this intimate show is set in a library full
of books that hold more than stories within their
pages. It is a tale of the power of books, and the
bravery of a young boy called Tomas. Tomas loves
playing in the mountains where he lives and hates
reading and school, but his world is turned upside
down the day he meets the Unicorn Lady in his local
library... An enchanting and interactive show, I
Believe in Unicorns sparks the imagination of both
young and old. You too will believe in unicorns after
joining Tomas's spellbinding journey!Suitable for a
family audience and children aged 6+
Le pietre bianche. Prove INVALSI 3. Per la Scuola
mediaLe pietre bianche. Prove INVALSI 1. Per la
Scuola mediaLe pietre bianche. Prove INVALSI 2.
Per la Scuola mediaIn the Sea There are
CrocodilesBased on the True Story of Enaiatollah
AkbariAnchor
Valentino Rossi is the greatest living motorcyclist.
His legions of fans adore him (over 4,000 turned up
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to see him in Leicester Square last March). He has
fought through the 125 and 250 class groups to win
the World Championships five times and has been
Twelve stories by the modern master of science
fiction represent the evolution of his writing over a
period of thirty-three years
Retells two hundred traditional Italian tales, including
the stories of a fearless little man, a prince who
married a frog, and a woman who lived on wind
Mario Rigoni Stern was born in 1921 in Asiago, in
the mountains of northeastern Italy. Throughout his
literary career, he has remained deeply attached to
the region of his birth, its peasant customs, its
dialect, its seasonal cycles and shifting historical
fortunes. Tonle Bintarn's story takes place in the
mountains of the Veneto region, which once
bordered the Austro-Hungarian Empire and where
smuggling was a means of subsistence for the
peasant population. Having run afoul of a patrol of
revenue agents, Tonle must seek refuge beyond the
frontier in Central Europe, where year after year he
lives by doing odd jobs and working, among other
things, as an itinerant print peddler, a horse trainer in
Hungary, and a gardener in a Prague castle. But
every winter he returns secretly to his home and
family, until finally a pardon is granted. By now his
children are grown and he has little to do but tend his
sheep. Meanwhile, the times are changing, social
values are disintegrating under the impact of
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modernization, and Europe moves ever closer to
disaster. During the devastation of the First World
War, the occupation and ultimate destruction of his
village, and his own internment in an Austrian camp,
it is Tonle's loyalty to his roots and his stubborn
devotion to his task as a shepherd that persist and
make him a quiet symbol of heroism and human
endurance.
Inspired by the real psychology study popularized by
the New York Times and its "Modern Love" column,
this contemporary YA is perfect for fans of Eleanor
and Park. Two random strangers. Two secrets.
Thirty-six questions to make them fall in love. Hildy
and Paul each have their own reasons for joining the
university psychology study that asks the simple
question: Can love be engineered? The study
consists of 36 questions, ranging from "What is your
most terrible memory?" to "When did you last sing to
yourself?" By the time Hildy and Paul have made it
to the end of the questionnaire, they've laughed and
cried and lied and thrown things and run away and
come back and driven each other almost crazy.
They've also each discovered the painful secret the
other was trying so hard to hide. But have they fallen
in love? Told in the language of modern romance -texting, Q&A, IM -- and punctuated by Paul's
sketches, this clever high-concept YA is full of humor
and heart. As soon as you've finished reading, you'll
be searching for your own stranger to ask the 36
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questions. Maybe you'll even fall in love. Rights have
sold in 19 territories!
This volume addresses the key issue of the initial
education and lifelong professional learning of
teachers of mathematics to enable them to realize
the affordances of educational technology for
mathematics. With invited contributions from leading
scholars in the field, this volume contains a blend of
research articles and descriptive texts. In the
opening chapter John Mason invites the reader to
engage in a number of mathematics tasks that
highlight important features of technology-mediated
mathematical activity. This is followed by three main
sections: An overview of current practices in
teachers’ use of digital technologies in the
classroom and explorations of the possibilities for
developing more effective practices drawing on a
range of research perspectives (including grounded
theory, enactivism and Valsiner’s zone theory). A
set of chapters that share many common constructs
(such as instrumental orchestration, instrumental
distance and double instrumental genesis) and
research settings that have emerged from the
French research community, but have also been
taken up by other colleagues. Meta-level
considerations of research in the domain by
contrasting different approaches and proposing
connecting or uniting elements
A haunting, beautiful first novel by the bestselling
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author of A Long Way Gone When Ishmael Beah's A
Long Way Gone was published in 2007, it soared to
the top of bestseller lists, becoming an instant
classic: a harrowing account of Sierra Leone's civil
war and the fate of child soldiers that "everyone in
the world should read" (The Washington Post). Now
Beah, whom Dave Eggers has called "arguably the
most read African writer in contemporary literature,"
has returned with his first novel, an affecting, tender
parable about postwar life in Sierra Leone. At the
center of Radiance of Tomorrow are Benjamin and
Bockarie, two longtime friends who return to their
hometown, Imperi, after the civil war. The village is in
ruins, the ground covered in bones. As more
villagers begin to come back, Benjamin and Bockarie
try to forge a new community by taking up their
former posts as teachers, but they're beset by
obstacles: a scarcity of food; a rash of murders,
thievery, rape, and retaliation; and the depredations
of a foreign mining company intent on sullying the
town's water supply and blocking its paths with
electric wires. As Benjamin and Bockarie search for
a way to restore order, they're forced to reckon with
the uncertainty of their past and future alike. With the
gentle lyricism of a dream and the moral clarity of a
fable, Radiance of Tomorrow is a powerful novel
about preserving what means the most to us, even in
uncertain times. Named one of the Christian Science
Monitor's best fiction books of 2014
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Fifteen-year-old Laurence Roach just wants a
normal life, but it's not easy when your mum is a
depressed alcoholic, and your six-year-old brother
thinks he's a dog. When Mum fails to come home
one night, Laurence tells nobody, terrified he and his
brother will be taken into care if anyone finds out.
Instead, he attempts to keep up the pretence that
Mum is still around: dressing up in her clothes to
trick the neighbours and spinning an increasingly
complicated tangle of lies. After two weeks on their
own, running out of food and money, and with
suspicious adults closing in, Laurence finally
discovers what happened to his mother. And that's
when the trouble really starts . . . A compelling thriller
filled with some hilarious and surreal moments.
Fifteen Days Without a Head is a tender, honest
story about family, forgiveness and hope.
Compact Key for Schools is a focused, 50 - 60 hour
course for the Cambridge English: Key (KET) for
Schools exam. This Student's Book features twelve
topic-based units with focused exam preparation to
maximise the performance of school-age learners.
Units contain pages on Reading, Writing, Listening,
Speaking, Grammar and Vocabulary. A Grammar
reference covers key areas in the syllabus and unitbased wordlists include target vocabulary with
definitions. A Speaking Guide provides extra support
for this paper. The accompanying CD-ROM provides
interactive grammar, vocabulary and exam skills
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tasks including listening. The Student's Book
includes a full practice test. A further practice test
with audio is available online. Class Audio CD
containing the listening material for this course is
available separately.
Shifra Horn's beautifully imagined novel tells the
story of five generations of women in one family
against the backdrop of one hundred years in
Jerusalem. The story begins with the birth of the
family's first boy to Amal, the last generation. Her
mother, grandmother and great-grandmother are
overjoyed, because the birth of a healthy boy means
that the curse against the women of the family has
been broken. They tell Amal the story of those
"foremothers": Mazal, the orphan, whose ill-fated
marriage initiates the curse; her daughter Sara,
whose golden hair is a symbol for her power to heal;
Sara's daughter Pnina-Mazal, the unwanted child
whose talent for knowing others' thoughts brings
both joy and sorrow; and her daughter Geula, Amal's
mother, whose sharp intellect is her gift and her
burden.
Word count 960 Suitable for young learners
One afternoon of a cold winter's day, when the sun shone
forth with chilly brightness, after along storm, two children
asked leave of their mother to run out and play in the newfallen snow.The elder child was a little girl, whom, because
she was of a tender and modest disposition, and wasthought
to be very beautiful, her parents, and other people who were
familiar with her, used to callViolet. But her brother was
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known by the style and title of Peony, on account of the
ruddiness of hisbroad and round little phiz, which made
everybody think of sunshine and great scarlet flowers.
Thefather of these two children, a certain Mr. Lindsey, it is
important to say, was an excellent butexceedingly matter-offact sort of man, a dealer in hardware, and was sturdily
accustomed to takewhat is called the common-sense view of
all matters that came under his consideration. With a
heartabout as tender as other people's, he had a head as
hard and impenetrable, and therefore, perhaps, asempty, as
one of the iron pots which it was a part of his business to sell.
The mother's character, onthe other hand, had a strain of
poetry in it, a trait of unworldly beauty, --a delicate and dewy
flower, as it were, that had survived out of her imaginative
youth, and still kept itself alive amid the dustyrealities of
matrimony and motherhood.So, Violet and Peony, as I began
with saying, besought their mother to let them run out and
playin the new snow; for, though it had looked so dreary and
dismal, drifting downward out of the graysky, it had a very
cheerful aspect, now that the sun was shining on it. The
children dwelt in a city, and had no wider play-place than a
little garden before the house, divided by a white fence from
thestreet, and with a pear-tree and two or three plum-trees
overshadowing it, and some rose-bushes justin front of the
parlor-windows. The trees and shrubs, however, were now
leafless, and their twigswere enveloped in the light snow,
which thus made a kind of wintry foliage, with here and there
apendent icicle for the fru
A charming portrait of one man’s dreams and schemes, by
“the greatest Italian writer of the twentieth century” (The
Guardian). In this enchanting book of linked stories, Italo
Calvino charts the disastrous schemes of an Italian peasant,
an unskilled worker in a drab northern industrial city in the
1950s and ’60s, struggling to reconcile his old country habits
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with his current urban life. Marcovaldo has a practiced eye for
spotting natural beauty and an unquenchable longing for the
unspoiled rural world of his imagination. Much to the
continuing puzzlement of his wife, his children, his boss, and
his neighbors, he chases his dreams and gives rein to his
fantasies, whether it’s sleeping in the great outdoors on a
park bench, following a stray cat, or trying to catch wasps.
Unfortunately, the results are never quite what he anticipates.
Spanning from the 1950s to the 1960s, the twenty stories in
Marcovaldo are alternately comic and melancholy, farce and
fantasy. Throughout, Calvino’s unassuming masterpiece
“conveys the sensuous, tangible qualities of life” (The New
York Times).
Arguably the most memorable speaker ever on the subject of
love, Leo Buscaglia's talks to earlier generations connected
with millions. Remarkably, the content and messages of his
talks remain as relevant today as they were when first
delivered. This volume is a collection of his informative and
amusing lectures delivered worldwide between 1970 and
1981.
Recoge: 1. Background analysis - 2. Mandate-work carried
out - 3. Findings - 4. Recommendations - 5. Conclusion - 6.
Appendices.
In Isak Dinesen's universe, the magical enchantment of the
fairy tale and the moral resonance of myth coexist with an
unflinching grasp of the most obscure human strengths and
weaknesses. A despairing author abandons his wife, but in
the course of a long night's wandering, he learns love's true
value and returns to her, only to find her a different woman
than the one he left. A landowner, seeking to prove a
principle, inadvertently exposes the ferocity of mother love. A
wealthy young traveler melts the hauteur of a lovely woman
by masquerading as her aged and loyal servant. Shimmering
and haunting, Dinesen's Winter's Tales transport us, through
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their author's deft guidance of our desire to imagine, to the
mysterious place where all stories are born.
A lion starts visiting the local library but runs into trouble as he
tries to both obey the rules and help his librarian friend.
Conrad's outstanding ability to penetrate human psyche is
vibrantly exposed in Typhoon. It is a dazzling depiction of the
destructive side of nature. Endowing a superb visual
rendering of the damage caused by the typhoon, this book
provides a keen insight into human frame of mind and the
power of decision making in perilous circumstances. A
striking staging of human retort to wreckage!

When young Iqbal is sold into slavery at a carpet
factory, his arrival changes everything for the other
overworked and abused chidren there. It is Iqbal who
explains to them that despite their master's
promises, he plans on keeping them as his slaves
indefinetely. But it is also Iqbal who inspires the
other children to look to a future free from toil...and is
brave enough to show them how to get there. This
moving fictionalized account of the real Iqbal Masih
is told through the voice of Fatima, a young Pakistani
girl whose life is changed by Iqbal's courage.
This volume provides essential guidance for
transforming mathematics learning in schools
through the use of innovative technology, pedagogy,
and curriculum. It presents clear, rigorous evidence
of the impact technology can have in improving
students learning of important yet complex
mathematical concepts -- and goes beyond a focus
on technology alone to clearly explain how teacher
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professional development, pedagogy, curriculum,
and student participation and identity each play an
essential role in transforming mathematics
classrooms with technology. Further, evidence of
effectiveness is complemented by insightful case
studies of how key factors lead to enhancing
learning, including the contributions of design
research, classroom discourse, and meaningful
assessment. The volume organizes over 15 years of
sustained research by multiple investigators in
different states and countries who together
developed an approach called "SimCalc" that
radically transforms how Algebra and Calculus are
taught. The SimCalc program engages students
around simulated motions, such as races on a
soccer field, and builds understanding using visual
representations such as graphs, and familiar
representations such as stories to help students to
develop meaning for more abstract mathematical
symbols. Further, the SimCalc program leverages
classroom wireless networks to increase
participation by all students in doing, talking about,
and reflecting on mathematics. Unlike many
technology programs, SimCalc research shows the
benefits of balanced attention to curriculum,
pedagogy, teacher professional development,
assessment and technology -- and has proven
effectiveness results at the scale of hundreds of
schools and classrooms. Combining the findings of
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multiple investigators in one accessible volume
reveals the depth and breadth of the research
program, and engages readers interested in: *
Engaging students in deeply learning the important
concepts in mathematics * Designing innovative
curriculum, software, and professional development ·
Effective uses of technology to improve mathematics
education * Creating integrated systems of teaching
that transform mathematics classrooms * Scaling up
new pedagogies to hundreds of schools and
classrooms * Conducting research that really matters
for the future of mathematics learning ? * Engaging
students in deeply learning the important concepts in
mathematics * Designing innovative curriculum,
software, and professional development · Effective
uses of technology to improve mathematics
education * Creating integrated systems of teaching
that transform mathematics classrooms * Scaling up
new pedagogies to hundreds of schools and
classrooms * Conducting research that really matters
for the future of mathematics learning ? ?
First published in 1830 this is a narrative of Captain
Crow's life, "together with descriptive sketches of the
West Coast of Africa, particularly of Bonny; the
manners and trade of the country, to which are
added anecdotes and observations of the indigenous
peoples".
THE #1 INTERNATIONAL KINDLE BESTSELLER A
paranoid single mom is forced to confront the
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unthinkable act she committed as a desperate
teenager in this addictive thriller with a social media
twist. Maria Weston wants to be friends. But Maria
Weston is dead. Isn't she? 1989. When Louise first
notices the new girl who has mysteriously
transferred late into their senior year, Maria seems to
be everything the girls Louise hangs out with aren't.
Authentic. Funny. Brash. Within just a few days,
Maria and Louise are on their way to becoming fast
friends. 2016. Louise receives a heart-stopping
email: Maria Weston wants to be friends on
Facebook. Long-buried memories quickly rise to the
surface: those first days of their budding friendship;
cruel decisions made and dark secrets kept; the
night that would change all their lives forever. Louise
has always known that if the truth ever came out,
she could stand to lose everything. Her job. Her son.
Her freedom. Maria's sudden reappearance
threatens it all, and forces Louise to reconnect with
everyone she'd severed ties with to escape the past.
But as she tries to piece together exactly what
happened that night, Louise discovers there's more
to the story than she ever knew. To keep her secret,
Louise must first uncover the whole truth, before
what's known to Maria--or whoever's pretending to
be her--is known to all.
A mother offers a touching, true account of how a
rescue cat named Billy transformed her autistic boy's
life. Original.
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When ten-year-old Enaiatollah Akbari’s small village
in Afghanistan falls prey to Taliban rule in early
2000, his mother shepherds the boy across the
border into Pakistan but has to leave him there all
alone to fend for himself. Thus begins Enaiat’s
remarkable and often punishing five-year ordeal,
which takes him through Iran, Turkey, and Greece
before he seeks political asylum in Italy at the age of
fifteen. Along the way, Enaiat endures the crippling
physical and emotional agony of dangerous border
crossings, trekking across bitterly cold mountain
pathways for days on end or being stuffed into the
false bottom of a truck. But not everyone is as
resourceful, resilient, or lucky as Enaiat, and there
are many heart-wrenching casualties along the way.
Based on Enaiat’s close collaboration with Italian
novelist Fabio Geda and expertly rendered in
English by an award- winning translator, this novel
reconstructs the young boy’s memories, perfectly
preserving the childlike perspective and rhythms of
an intimate oral history. Told with humor and
humanity, In the Sea There Are Crocodiles brilliantly
captures Enaiat’s moving and engaging voice and
lends urgency to an epic story of hope and survival.
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as
true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you
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will see the original copyright references, library
stamps (as most of these works have been housed
in our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
Reproduction of the original.
For Nietzsche, the Age of Greek Tragedy was
indeed a tragic age. He saw in it the rise and climax
of values so dear to him that their subsequent drop
into catastrophe (in the person of Socrates - Plato)
was clearly foreshadowed as though these were
events taking place in the theater. And so in this
work, unpublished in his own day but written at the
same time that his The Birth of Tragedy had so
outraged the German professorate as to imperil his
own academic career, his most deeply felt task was
one of education. He wanted to present the culture
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of the Greeks as a paradigm to his young German
contemporaries who might thus be persuaded to
work toward a state of culture of their own; a state
where Nietzsche found sorely missing.
Life is an exciting new six-level adult series that
turns learning English into an exploration of the
world we live in by drawing on National Geographic
content such as images, articles and videos.
Student's Book contains: engaging tasks with
fascinating NG content ; review at end of each unit ;
grammar reference with practice activities. CEF:
A1-C1.
This New York Times bestselling chapter book
series has been keeping readers engaged and
laughing for more than a decade with over one
million copies sold! Clementine has been picked for
Friend of the Week, which means she gets to be line
leader, collect the milk money, and feed the fish.
Even better, she'll get a Friend of the Week booklet,
in which all the other third-grade kids will write why
they like her. Clementine's best friend Margaret has
all sorts of crazy ideas for how Clementine can prove
to the class she is a good friend. Clementine has to
get a great booklet, so she does everything Margaret
says she should do. But what begins as one of the
best weeks ever starts turning into the worst, and
being a good friend might turn out harder than
Clementine thinks.
The World of Odysseus is a concise and penetrating
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account of the society that gave birth to the Iliad and
the Odyssey--a book that provides a vivid picture of
the Greek Dark Ages, its men and women, works
and days, morals and values. Long celebrated as a
pathbreaking achievement in the social history of the
ancient world, M.I. Finley's brilliant study remains, as
classicist Bernard Knox notes in his introduction to
this new edition, "as indispensable to the
professional as it is accessible to the general
reader"--a fundamental companion for students of
Homer and Homeric Greece.
Contemporary subject matter--war and its
consequences by an award-winning and popular
children's author.
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